
Dear Parents,

Greetings from Intelli !

Trust all of you are keeping well in these challenging times. 

We are happy to share with you that students are making considerable progress with
the Online classes. We sincerely appreciate the support that Parents are providing in
making this happen. This has been a learning experience for all of us, one that will shape
our approach from here on out. Feel free to send in your inputs and feedback anytime
you find room for improvement. We especially would like to acknowledge Parents of new
students, who have bravely involved themselves without having spent much time
interacting with the School prior to this term.

 When will the School reopen ? 

Though we are not able to give you a specific date yet, we will be ready to receive students
in batches from the day the Education Department and State Government authorities
advise that it is safe for Schools to reopen. The Andhra Pradesh Government has
announced that schools can reopen on September 5th. Parents are requested
to follow news announcements by Government authorities to keep themselves updated
regarding the notifications from the Government from time to time, so that they can be
better prepared. So it looks like we need to continue with Online classes till we re-open
fully.

We will share the staggered student return schedule as soon as we get more clarity on
that from the Government authorities. 

Fees for the Academic Year 2020/2021: 

We would like to express our appreciation to all those who have enquired regarding the
payment of School Fees. From our side, we are making some small attempts to alleviate
the financial strain caused by the situation. Accordingly, we have kept the Fees at the
previous academic level. We would like our Parents to know that. School is a continuing
Institution and has to keep fulfilling its commitment.  Though the School building is fully
functional as the Online learning is being held and almost all expenses of the School,
from salaries to Rent to all statutory and other expenses remain the same. The Teachers
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have been working a lot more due to the new world of Online Learning. Learning is
happening almost at a similar pace. All Teachers are involved, few whose faces are not
seen during classes, others, are working tirelessly in the background. Everyone needs to
be paid, and all expenses need to be met. However, we understand the sensitivity of the
current situation and are most empathetic towards it. Considering the above factors :

 The Transport Fee has been waived off for the 1st Term - till the Schools re-open.
(Though other expenses to the School like salaries of Drivers & Bus helpers,
Insurance, Road Taxes,  Maintenance, Fitness Certificate expenses etc. still remain
the same.)

 Lunch Fee also has been waived off completely for Term 1.

 10 % discount on Term-1 Tuition Fee is being considered for parents
clearing the dues on or before August 31, 2020.

 Monthly payment option is also available.

 Based on the increased safety protocols after the COVID 19, we have invested in
additional safety systems to ready the School to receive the children as soon as the
lockdown is lifted, and will have to account for new expenses to ensure that the
School is enabled with every precautionary measure possible. 

 As you can imagine, the School continues to incur significant regular expenses during
the lockdown, from maintenance to Board related expenses to purchase of material
required for this academic year and payments to all the Staff monthly.

 As the School has not yet re-opened once it re-opens and the students start coming,
we plan on running the School in an uninterrupted manner.

 

We would like to thank some of the Parents for paying the School Fee on time, which
ensured all Teachers & Staff of the School receive their monthly salary on time till now &
remained motivated to keep working & ensure that children’s learning process remains
intact; and at times, goes beyond. We also request others to do the needful to help the
School meet the remaining expenses. We kindly request you to plan and make the payment
accordingly. (Those who have paid already, the 10% discount being offered will be adjusted
in the 3rd Term Fee in case they have paid the Actual Full Fee.)   

We sincerely look forward to your support in this period.

Regards,

Team - Intelli


